Spongebob Trash Packet
Eddie Kim, 2014
This Spongebob trash packet covers content from seasons 1 through 4 and the 2004 Spongebob movie, with a focus
on seasons 2 and 3.
1. Most answer lines are highly descriptive and should be generously prompted and accepted.
2. Any reference to a “group” in a question signifies an arbitrary collection of two or more related entities which
may not necessarily be called a “group” in common parlance.
Distribution:
Season 1:
Season 2:
Season 3:
Season 4:
Mixed:
Movie:

50 / 0 (100%)
5 / 0 (10%)
16 / 0 (32%)
17 / 0 (34%)
3 / 0 (6%)
8 / 0 (16%)
1 / 0 (2%)

1. Visitors to this place listen to a song about the best time to wear a striped sweater. As part of a prank, this building
has its door glued shut and its walls replaced with rubber. At a park next to this place, Spongebob entertains patrons
by having himself force-fed lima beans. A burglar that enters this building is set on fire when a bucket of gasoline
falls from the rafters. This building is equipped with a cannon that shoots items of clothing at an intruder. A party at
this location features large jugs of water worn as hats, a pie with a can of peas in it, and a black Q covered in spikes
and barbs. A poetry recital here consists entirely of Gary meowing. Squidward spends two thousand years trapped in
this building’s freezer. For the point, name this restaurant, the home of the Krabby Patty.
ANSWER: The Krusty Krab (anti-prompt on “Krabby Land”)
2. During a conversation about one of these animals, Sandy rips a book of yellow pages in half, which causes
Spongebob to say that he has to leave to go get his hair cut. The captor of one of these animals is promised as a
reward the only remaining sandwich on a boat. A character investigating a crime involving one of these animals
slowly licks a yellow sponge-shaped popsicle. One of these animals is raised by a character that spends his entire
time at work watching a TV show where a guy gets hit in the head by a coconut. One of them eats Mr. Krabs’s one
millionth dollar; another is a baby that Spongebob and Patrick raise together. At the Bikini Bottom Zoo, Spongebob
throws a sea peanut at one of these animals. For the point, name these pearl-producing animals.
ANSWER: clams (or giant clams; or oysters; or scallops; or bivalves; or obvious equivalents)
3. In preparation to earn this privilege, Spongebob cracks his knuckles, but breaks his fingers and later dips them in
an ice cream sundae. After failing to gain this status, Spongebob overhears someone boast that they’re in the process
of acquiring issue 347, which will give them their fourth complete set. A robot that suggests a way to earn this
privilege says that it is “not a miracle worker.” This privilege is denied to a Spongebob look-alike with a slick black
hairdo until the real Spongebob shows up wearing a rainbow-colored afro. Spongebob gains this status after calling
Patrick “tubby,” causing Patrick to beat himself up. Another character earns this privilege when he says that he had a
bowl of nails that morning without any milk. For the point, identify this privilege earned by being tough enough.
ANSWER: entering the Salty Spitoon (or obvious equivalents)
4. A ringing phone at this place turns out to be Patrick trying to call Pizza Castle for delivery. Spongebob hides in a
toilet at this place and tries to “act natural” by turning into an actual sponge when someone opens the toilet lid. A
crowd gathers to watch a fight here, but disperse when they see that the fighters are just flailing their arms around
without actually hitting each other. In a supply closet at this facility, a single lit lightbulb hangs directly above a tall
stack of spare lightbulbs. While at this place, Spongebob whispers to Patrick that “twenty-five” is funnier than
“twenty-four.” This institution is home to an egg named Roger. A newcomer here is a flounder named Flatts that
threatens to kick Spongebob’s butt. For the point, name this educational institution where Spongebob learns to drive.
ANSWER: Mrs. Puff’s Boating School (accept the bathroom, hallway, or classroom of the Boating School;
prompt on “school”; do not accept any nonsense about a “boarding school”)

5. Patrick gives this character a rock as a birthday present, only to have this character hit him on the head with the
rock. During a fight with this character, Spongebob remarks that he was voted most clumsy in high school. This
character earns two strikes when he throws a bowling ball at a bowling pin-shaped Patrick. This character’s attacks
elicit such responses as “Finland!” and “Where’s the leak, ma’am?” Spongebob figures out how to defeat this
character after it steps on a sheet of paper. This character is created using the same method to birth an imitation of
Squidward and a dollar bill attached to a string, using a tool dropped by an artist at sea. For the point, name this
crudely-drawn imitation of Spongebob sketched with a magic pencil.
ANSWER: Doodlebob (or Doodleboy)
6. After hearing the sounds of this character, a police officer moves a fire hydrant right next to a parked car, and then
gives the car a parking ticket. Mr. Krabs begins foaming at the mouth when it is suggested that he pay this
character’s bounty. A sign of this character is a very small wooden picket sign with this character’s species written
on it. Spongebob tries to dissuade a hunt for this character by saying that a paper clip and a piece of string are
Sandy’s tail. Sandy wrestles with this character’s tongue after entering its mouth, which she thinks is a cave. As
protection from this character, Patrick suggests taking Bikini Bottom and pushing it somewhere else. For the point,
name this big, scary, and pink annelid.
ANSWER: the Alaskan Bull Worm (prompt on “worm”)
7. A story about this character is interrupted by a guy saying “Dude, can I have some ketchup?” The sight of this
character so surprises Squidward that he begins sprouting wiggly hairs, while Spongebob sprouts wiggly eyelashes.
Spongebob listens to a story about this character while eating from a popcorn box filled with his own arms. Walls
that ooze green slime do not signal the arrival of this character, who rides a ghost bus to the Krusty Krab on Tuesday
nights. An omen of this character is later attributed to Nosferatu. His appearance is foreshadowed by a ringing phone
with nobody to answer and lights that flicker on and off. For the point, name this character who is neither the TrashRinging Masher, nor the Slash-Bringing Hasher.
ANSWER: the Hash Slinging Slasher (be careful not to accept any similar-sounding names)
8. A thief that steals this object believes his punishers will nibble on his innards, eat his brain, and leave his body for
the buzzards, but is told “that’s disgusting.” While searching for this item, that character remembers that licking
doorknobs is illegal on other planets, and watches Squidward laying flowers at a grave for his “hopes and dreams.”
Mr. Krabs tries to obtain this object by offering three similar ones equipped with an air conditioner, a juicer, and the
label “Foxy Grandpa.” An owner of this object is told that that this item makes him look like a girl. Various buyers
initially offer up to one million dollars for this object at a yard sale. A floating shopping list convinces Spongebob to
return this object. For the point, identify this possession of Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen, who was number one.
ANSWER: the soda-drink hat (or the hat labelled number one before “number one”; or Smitty
Werbenjagermanjensen’s hat before “Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen”; or Smitty Werbenmanjensen’s hat before
“Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen”; or obvious equivalents; prompt on “hat”; prompt on “Hatty”; prompt on “bubbleblowing hat”)
9. This job is assigned after Patrick breaks a window while skating on meat patties. After the completion of this task,
Patrick tries to clean a dirtied object by smashing a computer against it, saying that “We’re not cavemen – we have
technology!” The mental preparation for this job takes so long that Patrick runs out of time cards. Improperly
completing this project bears the threat of its participants’ buttocks being cut off and mounted over a fireplace. Near
the start of this assignment, Spongebob creates a giant bubble and wonders what could be worse, and Patrick
responds by creating a second giant bubble. This job is assigned using material that comes off with saliva. For the
point, identify this project which results in the renovation of the interior of the residency of Spongebob’s boss.
ANSWER: painting Mr. Krabs’s house (or obvious equivalents; prompt on “renovating,” “refurbishing,”
“decorating,” etc.; anti-prompt on anything about “cleaning Mr. Krabs’s first dollar”)
10. As Spongebob fervently tries to accomplish this task, Patrick stands next to him in just his underwear and
repeatedly zips and unzips his pants. Failure at this activity leads Spongebob and Patrick to consider changing their
names to “Why” and “Bother.” A billboard for “delicious” barnacle chips inspires Spongebob to “stretch the truth”
when he does this job. Patrick fails at it after he stares at someone and zooms his eyes in and out to “focus”; earlier
he tells someone else “I love you” and has the door slammed in his face. This task allows Spongebob and Patrick to

meet a scammer claiming to have glass bones and paper skin, and an old woman whose mother is a rotting spine in a
wheelchair. For the point, identify this activity which allows Spongebob and Patrick to become entrepreneurs.
ANSWER: selling chocolate (do not accept “buying chocolate”)
11. A member of this group tries to defuse an argument by saying “Let’s be smart and bring it off.” The members of
this group just sit around saying “blah blah blah” until their leader arrives. The sight of a crowd of humans prompts
a member of this group to wonder if he’s near one of those toxic waste dumps. Two members of this group fly into
the air, crash into a blimp, and explode. A member of this group insults Mr. Krabs’s “big, meaty claws.” A fight
during this group’s first meeting ends with Patrick saying “Whoever’s the owner of the white Sedan, you left your
lights on.” At that same meeting, Patrick asks, “Is mayonnaise an instrument?” For the point, identify this musical
group which performs “Sweet Victory” at the Bubble Bowl.
ANSWER: Bikini Bottom marching band (or Bikini Bottom Super Band; or obvious equivalents; accept Band
Geeks)
12. One of the people involved in this quest says that he hasn’t bathed in weeks, even though he’s only been out for
a few hours. This quest creates conflict between the ideologies of “all for one” and “one for all.” During this quest,
its leader is repeatedly told that he looks sweaty. This quest begins next to a tall stalk of seaweed that has three
leaves until one of them is plucked off. The group involved in it travels west instead of east because Patrick thought
they were supposed to go “weast.” Spongebob and Patrick realize that the map used for this quest is just a game
board taped to a piece of paper. After its completion, Spongebob and Patrick are given two gold doubloons. For the
point, identify this quest which ends in the exhuming of a valuable property that belongs to a spooky ghost pirate.
ANSWER: searching for the Flying Dutchman’s treasure (or obvious equivalents; prompt on partial answer)
13. Spongebob’s defense of this character causes various onlookers to bring up such childhood memories as Funny
Muffler, Jerky Pal, Booboo Keys, and Snake Eyes. A crowd angrily pushes over a lifeguard chair after this character
is accused of poisoning their water supply, burning their crops, and delivering a plague unto their houses. At the
Krusty Krab, Squidward is forced to drink shampoo to make sure it’s safe for this character to consume. This
character is brought to life after Spongebob is upset that all of his friends are busy on Leif Ericsson Day. This
character grabs Squidward’s arm and begins talking after Squidward uses a needle to try and pop this character. For
the point, name this soapy humanoid friend of Spongebob.
ANSWER: Bubble Buddy
14. These animals naturally prey upon the flashlight. According to Patrick, the concept of these animals may be
“stupid, but it’s also dumb.” One of them is the focus of a story told by Spongebob in which he met this guy who
knew this guy, who knew this guy, who knew this guy, who knew this guy, and so on. These animals are featured in
such magazines as The Bikini Bottom Inquirer and Fake Science Monthly. These animals are attracted by sombreros
worn in goofy fashions, but they are repelled if one stays in a circle drawn in the dirt. An attack by this animal often
attracts the deadlier sea rhinoceros. For the point, name this animal which attacks Squidward when he goes camping
with Spongebob and Patrick.
ANSWER: sea bears (do not accept “bears”)
15. A news report about these objects interrupts a TV show in which amoeba undergo mitosis and split up.
Spongebob’s anger about these objects is matched by Patrick’s anger about being unable to see his own forehead. A
mob angry about these objects chases Mr. Krabs while Spongebob is busy listening to the squeaking sound of two
pickles rubbed together. These items are proposed in response to increasing competition from the Shell Shack,
which has a talking dog. All 46,853 customers that purchase these objects seek refunds the next day due to side
effects such as purple faces and glow-in-the-dark tongues. These objects are mockingly compared to sequin
milkshakes and bow-tie French fries. For the point, name these colorful varieties of Krabby Patties.
ANSWER: Pretty Patties (or Pretty Patty; prompt on “patties” or “patty”; prompt on “Krabby Patties” or “Krabby
Patty”)
16. During this debate, Spongebob jumps into the air to give a high-five, but remains frozen in the air as his highfive is rejected. At one point during this argument, a participant declares that he is not a chicken, but drops his bag
of popcorn and eats the kernels off of the ground like a chicken. This dispute begins with two races – one up a cliff
and one to the Krusty Krab – in which the winner gets a head start and yells “I’m already halfway there!” A
participant in this debate is forced to wear a pickle jar over her head. This argument ends with Sandy beating up two

seagulls that chase around Spongebob, Squidward, Patrick, and Mr. Krabs when they go on land. For the point,
identify this issue that would decide the superiority of, for example, a dog versus a fish.
ANSWER: whether land creatures are better than sea creatures (or vice versa; or obvious equivalents; accept
specific traits for “better” such as “faster,” “stronger,” etc.; anti-prompt on “whether sea creatures can survive on
land”)
17. Upon first seeing this character, Squidward warns himself not to say anything and to remember his karma, but
promptly flies out of his bike, falls off of a cliff, and explodes upon hitting the ground. Squidward cries when he
hears a story about this character, but realizes that it’s because there’s a bowl of onions next to him. Two friends
approach this character and try to insert a coin because they think this character is a kiddie ride. When Spongebob
repeatedly tries to plant a flower, this character eats the flower every time Spongebob turns his back. Patrick nails a
plank of wood to his forehead while trying to build a stable for this character. For the point, name this seahorse
adopted by Spongebob.
ANSWER: Mystery (prompt on “seahorse” before “seahorse”)
18. When a member of this group tears off his sideburns to reveal they’re fake, another member says that one of his
body parts is made of formica. Mementos of this group are buried in a treasure chest beneath a dumpster, in a “hidey
hole” behind the Krusty Krab. Members of this group demand that Spongebob give a speech, but become perplexed
when he begins talking about jellyfishing. At a gathering for this group, a Trophy of Manly Toughness is given out.
At a reunion for this group, Spongebob pretends to be Mr. Krabs after the latter molts his shell and becomes pink
and flabby. Members of this group include Lockjaw Jones, Mutton Chop, Iron Eye, and Torpedo Belly. For the point,
identify these friends of Mr. Krabs during his time in the branch of the military that uses submarines.
ANSWER: Mr. Krabs’s Navy Buddies (or obvious equivalents that mention the navy; prompt on “military” before
“military”; do not accept other branches such as “army” or “air force”)
19. When one of these animals cuts the power to Spongebob’s house, Spongebob surmises that Gary forgot to pay
the electric bill. One of them follows Spongebob around at night at the same time as two businessmen who are
hiding behind a rock. Another of these animals tackles a cave until Spongebob comes out and blows a bubble in the
shape of a slice of pie. Spongebob is able to join these animals after he puts a hair dryer in his pants, causing them to
inflate. A blue one called No Name takes Spongebob to a factory where they are harvested by Mr. Krabs. These
animals are the main interest of a club led by Kevin, a sea cucumber. Patrick repeatedly tells Squidward to “firmly
grasp” the tool used to catch these animals. For the point, name these cnidarians.
ANSWER: jellyfishes
20. A visitor to this place is told to write down his name, but instead draws a giant version of himself being attacked
by fighter planes. Two employees of this facility angrily whack a sack of laundry to make it fit into the trunk of a car,
and then drive an old woman to this location where she can bake cookies “just like mother used to make.” A visitor
to this place orders a Krabby Patty with cheese, toenail clippings, and nose hairs. The employee elevator here is just
a staircase. Patrick causes this building to collapse when he jumps into a large indoor pool on its top floor. This
place abides by the principle that “we shall never deny a guest even the most ridiculous request.” For the point,
name this hotel version of the Krusty Krab.
ANSWER: Krusty Towers (prompt on “Krusty Krab”; prompt on “hotel”)
21. This character jumps out of an airplane using a parachute that turns out to be a stretched-out version of
Spongebob. At a grocery store, this character is asked if it would be better to buy a roll of paper towels that says
“Best Paper Towel Around” or one that says “Best Paper Towel in Town.” This character's attempts to be alone with
Spongebob are hampered by a birthday party and a surprise party celebrating Spongebob's perfect on-time
percentage at work. Spongebob jumps on this character’s shoulders but accidentally inserts his spiky cleats into this
character’s eye sockets. For the point, name this character who, as his name suggests, tries to violently squeeze
Spongebob’s neck.
ANSWER: the Tattletale Strangler (prompt on “bodyguard”)
22. An irritated visitor to this place explains that his species has made great strides in the fields of science and
literature. A person at this place tells Patrick to put away his fat stomach because there are children present. During
a contest here, an anchor falling from the sky follows around a referee that vainly tries to run away from it.
Spongebob is unable to leave a building at this place when a heavy glass is placed on his hand. A visitor here cries

because he bought two ice cream cones but only needed one. This planned site of the Chum Bucket Mega Bucket
sees all of its visitors go home when Plankton teaches Spongebob to be assertive. Spongebob annoys visitors here
when he rips his pants. For the point, name this beach.
ANSWER: Goo Lagoon
23. A Stingray 5000 single is found during an attempt to solve this issue. A man listening to a story about this
problem interrupts to ask who Patrick is. After that story ends, a woman listening notes that she’s borrowing her
friend’s clothes while hers is at the cleaners. Patrick is able to solve this dilemma, but forgets the solution every time
Spongebob turns around to face him. While trying to solve this problem, Patrick accidentally calls Spongebob
“Spongeboob,” and Spongebob repeatedly cringes from eating Gary’s Snail-Po. This issue is resolved after
Spongebob realizes that he’s wearing his clothes backwards. For the point, identify this issue which arises when
Spongebob thinks that he has lost his nametag.
ANSWER: Spongebob losing his identity (or Spongebob losing his nametag before “nametag”; or Spongebob
putting his clothes on backwards before “backwards”)
24. Patrick tries to spot the arrival of one of these objects by putting two glasses of water on his eyes, which give
him realistic human eyes. During a conversation about one of these objects, Squidward’s house tries to eavesdrop by
leaning its head in. Squidward uses a new television to watch a show in which a couple gifts each other these items.
A discussion about one of these objects prompts Patrick to imagine a carton of milk spilling and declare that “the
inner machinations of my mind are an enigma.” One of these items has a secret compartment that contains an
embarrassing snapshot of Spongebob at that Christmas party. For the point, name these objects, one of which is a
secret one possessed by Patrick, the other a vehicle for Spongebob and Patrick’s imagination.
ANSWER: boxes (accept secret box; accept imagination box; accept Idiot Box)
25. A person on his way to report this type of action tries to go faster by hitching a ride on an ice cream truck, but
the ice cream truck takes a turn in a different direction. A perpetrator of this action imagines that the punishment for
it is having forty eyelashes. An instance of this action turns out to just be Old Man Jenkins in his jalopy. Spongebob
commits this action after he loses at the game Eels and Escalators; earlier he does it while reading graffiti that begins
“Krabs is a.” According to Squidward, there are seven ways of doing this, though Mr. Krabs explains that there are
thirteen if one is a sailor. Sounds such as a seagull’s squawk and a dolphin’s whistle are used to censor this type of
action. For the point, identify this action which consists of an obscene utterance.
ANSWER: profanity (or obvious equivalents; prompt on “fancy talk”; prompt on “sentence enhancers”)

END OF THE FIRST ROUND
26. At the start of this job, Spongebob tries to start a car, but looks down at the gear shift and sees that its labels are
in Korean. During this job, a strong wind repeatedly blows Squidward’s nose into his face, so Squidward tucks his
nose into his mouth. In order to continue this task, Spongebob dances in the middle of the road to attract a truck, but
the truck driver just honks his horn and keeps driving. Pioneering tricks like eating coral and looking at a mosscovered rock to locate civilization are used for this job. This task is completed when Spongebob drives a large rock
to the destination, which is revealed to be literally right across the street from the Krusty Krab. This job is initially
refused because it didn’t come with a drink. For the point, identify this job that drivers at Papa John’s do.
ANSWER: delivering pizza (or obvious equivalents)
27. This character reveals that Mr. Krabs has a fear of robot overlords, and compares Spongebob and Squidward to a
liver and gallbladder. Under the guidance of this character, Spongebob washes his hands so thoroughly that they
become invisible. This character asks if a customer will order a sofa, an expensive haircut, or a Krabby Patty. This
character grows increasingly out-of-breath as he sings a fanfare over an image of a Krabby Patty that grows in size
at an extremely slow rate. Patrick thinks that this character is actually the Krusty Krab’s ceiling. This character
introduces the principle of “POOP,” and declares “Sounds like a lot of hoopla!” For the point, identify this character
that instructs Spongebob in the Krusty Krab Training Video.

ANSWER: the narrator of the Krusty Krab Training Video (or obvious equivalents; or narrator after “Krusty
Krab Training Video”; prompt on “ceiling” before “ceiling”)
28. A message to this group written in the air using airplane contrails is destroyed when a guy sitting in a bench
sneezes. Its members agree to work together after they are promised as much root beer as they can drink. When this
group gathers together, they are initially mistaken for a field of grass. All but one member of this group runs away
screaming when their leader reads a secret from a book. This group roars with laughter when their leader’s first
name is displayed on a screen behind him by his wife. This group organizes itself into a large human hand and ear
and cracks a safe housing the Krabby Patty secret formula, but runs away after realizing that they are one of the
ingredients. For the point, identify this group of rural country folk microorganisms gathered by Mr. Krabs’s rival.
ANSWER: Plankton’s family (or planktons; or obvious equivalents)
29. When Spongebob first presents this idea, Squidward throws him back in the Krusty Krab’s kitchen, but
Spongebob immediately pops back up in Squidward’s cashier station, which baffles Squidward. After believing this
hypothesis to be confirmed, Spongebob alerts the navy but panics when he hears its automated phone service. To
test for this theory, Spongebob fibs that Squidward’s father never hugged him as a child, and Squidward tells this
joke: Why couldn’t the eleven year old get into the pirate movie? It was rated R. This idea is supported by the sight
of its subject holding metal pinchers and having swollen red eyes from spilling salt on them. For the point, identify
this idea which is formulated when Spongebob sees his boss dancing to a new techno song on the radio.
ANSWER: Mr. Krabs is a robot (or obvious equivalents; do not accept “robots have taken over the world”)
30. Before Spongebob reads a message from this group, he is given a piece of paper that has a large red letter B on
one side and a musical note on the other, causing him to say “Hey! A note!” Discussion of this group prompts the
confused question “Uh, but don’t genius live in a lamp?” Patrick realizes that two similar people are not this group
when they reveal their names to be Janet and Marty; during an angry conversation away from those two fakes, Patrick remarks that “dumb people are always blissfully unaware of how dumb they really are.” Patrick plans to
impress this pair when they visit by having Spongebob act incredibly stupid in comparison. For the point, identify
this duo that raised Patrick.
ANSWER: Patrick’s parents (or obvious equivalents; accept parents after “Patrick”; do not accept “Patrick’s fake
parents”; do not accept “Janet and Marty”)
31. Spongebob initially decides not to participate in this event because it’s on Sunday, which is laundry day. While
Spongebob is preparing for this event, Sandy suddenly decides to kick his butt the next day. Practice sessions for
this event see a participant repeatedly wander off to watch TV. This event’s winner is given a trophy made out to
“Squidward Tortellini.” At its start, the torch runner moves so slowly that after two hours he’s not even a quarter of
the way there. This event’s first victor was “Lightning” Larry Luciano. During this event, Participant #7 blows out
both of his eyes and explodes, but is healed when he falls in love with Participant #6. Patrick’s rock, Rocky, wins
this event. For the point, name this competition whose participants include Gary and Squidward’s purebred Snellie.
ANSWER: The Bikini Bottom Snail Race (or the Great Snail Race; or the 102nd Running of the Snails; prompt
on “race”)
32. The victim of this condition eats a Krabby Patty that has this trait and says “so that’s what I taste like.” Its victim
tries to cure this sensation by watching clothes get washed at a laundromat called the Wash. The victim of this
condition denies that he is suffering from it when he sees a crowd of people standing in line for ice cream and thinks
that they’re in line to enter a cemetery. A group dedicated to curing this feeling travels on the Underwater
Heartbreaker. Throughout several attempts to cure this sensation, Spongebob repeatedly asks “Are you feeling it
now, Mr. Krabs?” Efforts to cure this condition climax with Mr. Krabs going on a panty raid with Spongebob and
Patrick. For the point, identify this condition, the opposite of being young.
ANSWER: Mr. Krabs’s oldness (or Mr. Krabs’s mid-life crisis; or obvious equivalents)
Two answers required.
33. When one of these characters breaks an alarm clock, the other mockingly reveals an entire closet filled with
spare alarm clocks. In a race between these two characters, one is tied to an anchor and the other is chained to a
large ship. One of them spends so much time at the other’s house that the old narrator got tired of waiting and they
had to hire a new one. One of these characters thinks the other is the toilet behind his shower curtain. One of them is
repeatedly sprayed in the face with ground meat when he insults the other. One of them asks the other if he’s done

with those errands yet. These two characters watch the sunset together with nothing but a brick wall between them
after one of them gifts the other a bomb pie. For the point, name these two employees of the Krusty Krab.
ANSWER: Spongebob Squarepants and Squidward Tentacles (accept in any order)
34. This character is tortured after he incorrectly guesses “62” as the number between 1 and 100 that his interrogator
is thinking of. He removes his own head and gives it to Spongebob and Patrick after purchasing a checkbook with
little poodles on them. Patrick repeatedly drops a heavy box on this character’s foot while this character tries to ask
if Patrick he needs any help. Earlier, this character tries to give Patrick back his wallet, but Patrick insists that it isn’t
his. After this character says the word “Please,” he is freed from the tickle belt used by Spongebob and Patrick in
order to teach him to be good. For the point, name this character who, along with the Dirty Bubble, is the archenemy
of Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy.
ANSWER: Man Ray
35. A plan to retrieve this object involves convincing its guardian that it forgot to stock up on Halloween candy.
Another plan to retrieve this object fails when the retriever places a wooden spoon in his back pocket. To obtain this
object, Spongebob and Patrick dress up as “choice cuts” and lather steak sauce on themselves. The owner of this
object is placed on a hospital gurney but pushed out into the hallway, then onto the sidewalk, then down a hill. This
object is taken to a junkyard where it is protected by a fierce guard worm. When Spongebob, Patrick, and Squidward
buy a replacement for this object, its owner falls into a “cash coma” and is hospitalized. For the point, name this
lumpy object in which Spongebob’s boss keeps all of his money, and also sleeps on.
ANSWER: Mr. Krabs’s mattress (do not accept “bed,” “sheets,” “pillow,” etc.)
Two answers required.
36. One of these characters tells the other that washing an old person isn’t fun, but the old person responds and says
it is fun for him. One of these characters tries to stop the other from visiting by lathering his friend’s foot with seanut butter and covering it with two slices of bread. One of them pilots a hot air balloon made of chocolate to give as
a Valentine’s Day gift for the other. These two characters are tossed into a sack by a gorilla after one of them puts
on a gorilla suit and pretends to attack the other. One of these characters uses the lint in his bellybutton to create a
pair of earmuffs so that the other doesn’t wake up. When Spongebob gets the suds, these two characters argue over
his treatment. For the point, name these two friends of Spongebob, a starfish and a squirrel.
ANSWER: Patrick Star and Sandy Cheeks
37. When an employee of this place is told multiple times to relax, each time he lowers his arms bit by bit until his
face falls off onto the ground. One of its employees says he chose to work here because he thought the Corps would
help him straighten out his life. A patron of this establishment is forced to state that its owner does not suck eggs. Its
destruction prompts Mr. Krabs to play a sad song on the world’s smallest violin. Visitors that first enter this place
begin mumbling “hamana hamana hamana” repeatedly. This establishment is destroyed when Spongebob doesn’t
know his own name because he emptied his mind of everything except fine dining and breathing. For the point,
identify this place fabricated in an attempt to impress Squilliam.
ANSWER: Squidward’s fancy five-star restaurant version of the Krusty Krab (or obvious equivalents; prompt on
“Krusty Krab”; prompt on anything about “restaurants” that doesn’t include “Squidward”)
38. Two people at this event begin angrily running towards each other, but circus music suddenly starts playing as
they make dance poses, hold up top hats and canes, and start playing the piano and trombone. A person at this event
declares “It’s not over yet!” and is told in response “That’s what you think, but it’s not over yet!” A participant in it
shows up strapped to the back of a huge purple guy. Before this event’s final portion, a participant rips off his robe
to reveal a blue suit and tie underneath, and then rips that off to reveal a very muscular body. Near this event’s end,
Spongebob erases part of Patrick’s name tag, causing him to yell “My name’s not Rick!” This event includes the
Deep Fry Pole Vault and Bun Wrestling. For the point, name this competition between chefs at fast food eateries.
ANSWER: The Fry Cook Games
39. Two brothers that hear about this quest mockingly take off their hats “in respect for the dead.” A group of
singing monsters encountered during this mission grumble and walk away after being called “hideous, disgusting
monsters.” A detour in this journey allows a creepy old woman to sell Spongebob a bowl of ice cream that sticks to
his hands. Spongebob and Patrick gain enthusiasm about this quest after receiving seaweed mustaches. Later, they
return home from this adventure on the back of David Hasselhoff. King Neptune turns Mr. Krabs into ice until this

mission is complete. For the point, identify this quest that sees Spongebob and Patrick travel to Shell City to retrieve
a royal accessory.
ANSWER: retrieving King Neptune’s crown (prompt on anything about “Shell City” until “Shell City”)
40. A “dark and stormy night” reminds the narrator of a story about this character. Spongebob’s eulogy for this
character comments on his bravery for “going in the line of duty.” Spongebob claims that he was “smeckledorfed”
by this character. To conceal the presence of this character, two people are told that it’s Open Cash Register Night,
and then later told that ice is just a myth. Two police officers assault this character with heavy objects because they
think he’s a zombie. A news report convinces Mr. Krabs that this character is a fraud, so he is given a Krabby Patty
that’s been dropped in the toilet, dried with gym socks, and prepared with volcano sauce and seahorse radish. For
the point, identify this official who eats the Nasty Patty while evaluating the conditions of the Krusty Krab.
ANSWER: the health inspector (or obvious equivalents)
41. Two people dressed up as this group place a tent around Squidward to keep him from suntanning with his
reflector. A member of this group buys an ice cream cone that explodes and blows a hole right through him.
Spongebob passes out in his house until these people arrive to open a jar of mayonnaise. A member of this group
becomes upset when he is bought Pipsqueak Patty instead of a full-size Krabby Patty. According to Patrick, a
member of this pair owns an item that can be set to either “mini” or “wumbo.” These owners of the Invisible
Boatmobile become so annoyed by Spongebob and Patrick that they are brought out of retirement at the Shady
Shoals Rest Home. For the point, name these old superheroes.
ANSWER: Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy (accept in either order)
42. This action is used to injure Dennis when he and Spongebob are fighting atop David Hasselhoff’s leg. To
determine who participated in this activity, a group of people are put in a line and forced to listen to the Goofy
Goober theme song until one of them sings along. The technique for doing this activity begins with these
instructions: first you go like this, spin around, stop, double-take three times, pelvic thrust, stop on your right foot don’t forget it! The end product of this activity names a person that hides pickles under his tongue while eating a
Krabby Patty. A two-handed variety of this technique is employed to create an elephant, which Patrick thinks is a
giraffe. For the point, name this activity which produces spherical globules of air shielded by layers of soapy water.
ANSWER: blowing bubbles (or obvious equivalents; accept Bubble Bass)
43. When a handful of soil at this place is scooped up, the soil angrily says “Would you mind putting me down?”
While waiting in a long line at this place, three people hatch from an egg on top of Spongebob’s head and cut in
front of him. Restrooms doors here have question marks on them instead of male and female signs. Buses leave this
place whenever Spongebob goes to buy a Kelp Nougat Crunch from a candy machine. After the lights go out here,
Spongebob remarks, “This isn’t your average everyday darkness; this is… advanced darkness.” Spongebob
unwittingly ends up at this place after taking the wrong bus home from Glove World. Residents of this place talk by
blowing raspberries between their words. For the point, name this spooky town that neighbors Bikini Bottom.
ANSWER: Rock Bottom (accept the bus station at Rock Bottom; anti-prompt on “bus station”)
44. Squidward’s closet contains a comic book about this character. This character compares employment under him
to the mind-numbing repetitiveness of daytime television. He is emotionally moved by a video that consists entirely
of creepy people chanting “the power within.” Two friends try to imitate this character by spinning around and
around until they suddenly become ice skaters. Two prisoners try to run away from this character by stealing his
dining sock and fleeing through the perfume department. This character’s howls are imitated by Patrick obnoxiously
yelling “LEEDLE LEEDLE LEEDLE.” This character’s vehicle is torn to shreds as Patrick drives it through jagged
rocks, but Spongebob reassures him, “You’re good, you’re good!” For the point, name this spooky ghost pirate.
ANSWER: the Flying Dutchman
45. This character eats 105 black licorice jellybeans through a straw. This character introduces itself to Squidward as
“Your boss. Your ruler. Your master.” This character stands in front of the Krusty Krab and runs around in a circle
until the sign in front of the Krusty Krab falls on him. The sight of this character and Mr. Krabs in the same room
causes a penny on the ground to gasp. This character fires itself from a cannon, eats a plate of pasta, and says “Yum,
yum. This spaghetti sure is good. Belch.” This character is destroyed when a penny is inserted into its self-destruct
coin slot. This character joins Spongebob in performing a secret handshake to obtain the Krabby Patty secret
formula. For the point, identify this character controlled by Plankton, which impersonates Spongebob’s boss.

ANSWER: Plankton’s robot imitation of Mr. Krabs (or Imitation Krabs; or Robot Krabs; or obvious equivalents;
prompt on “Plankton” before “Plankton”)
46. A participant in one of these events excuses herself to go and call her insurance agent. The first of these events
features a squid that gives out foot rubs. Spongebob asks if a person preparing for one of these events has a giant
rusty anchor. A participant in the second one flips through a dictionary to decipher Spongebob’s angry blabbering.
During the second one, the situation is described not as a square, nor as a triangle, but as a circle, as each shape is
drawn in the air. The first one features a scuba diver playing the piano and sees the bill come out to $100,000. In the
second one, Spongebob is repeatedly told to buy expensive gifts, and then scolded for spending so much money. For
the point, name these romantic entanglements between Spongebob’s boss and driving teacher.
ANSWER: dates between Mr. Krabs and Mrs. Puff (or obvious equivalents; accept dinners or walks in the park
for “dates”; prompt on partial answer)
47. An old woman observing this event cries “I knew it!” and slaps her husband. Near the start of this event,
Squidward is ticketed by the police for confessing to littering. During this event, Spongebob stands behind a wooden
pole so that he can’t be seen. A version of this event in the future involves an old, bearded Spongebob repeatedly
saying “Nyeh, Squidward?” Several times during this event, Squidward is flattened by a crowd of people that
trample all over him. This event is sparked by Mr. Krabs’s decision to charge Spongebob and Squidward money for
things like breathing and standing around. For the point, identify this protest against working conditions in the
Krusty Krab.
ANSWER: Squidward’s strike against the Krusty Krab (or obvious equivalents)
48. A resident of this place angrily says not to be late for the “Living without a Brain” seminar but is told that he’s
heard better comebacks from a turkey sandwich. A visitor to this place tells a fire hydrant to take its time in
answering a question. Two people here have their faces reorganized so that one of them has two pairs of eyes and
the other has two noses. A commercial for this place describes tearing out one’s brain stem, carrying it to the middle
of a four-way intersection, and skipping rope with it. A resident of this place is ecstatic to discover that its grocery
store sells canned bread. Squidward uses a reef blower to propel himself into the air and out of this place after
growing bored. For the point, name this gated community whose residents all share Squidward’s looks and interests.
ANSWER: Tentacle Acres (prompt on “Squidville”)
49. Two people at this event discuss whether the oyster or the pearl came first. A song played during this event is
praised for its great beat, which is actually just the sound of someone knocking on the door. A person at this event
has a slice of cake and the plate of bacon and eggs he ate that morning sucked out of him with a vacuum cleaner.
When a guy that went to kindergarten with Spongebob is invited to this event, he decides it’s time to move again.
Spongebob is locked out of this event when he goes outside to fetch today’s newspaper. The kit used to plan this
event is sold for free under the condition that Spongebob leave the store right now. Spongebob is arrested for not
inviting the police to this event. For the point, identify this fun social gathering at Spongebob’s house.
ANSWER: Spongebob’s house party (or obvious equivalents)
50. Spongebob suggests squeezing a rock as a substitute for this activity. An instance of this activity involves a very
long novelty tongue owned by Spongebob and a drop of hot sauce with a talking human face on it. Spongebob is
reminded of this hobby by the sight of a guest at the Krusty Krab swatting a fly and the sound of a guy at the park
throwing a fishing rod. After Spongebob is banned from this hobby, he suggests as an alternative lying on the
ground and shouting “Photosynthesis!” When two practitioners of this activity profess their love for it, Squidward
responds and says “I hate all of you.” Spongebob and Sandy go to the park and make many Krabby Patties using this
hobby, which involves wearing foam helmets and gloves. For the point, name this martial art of Japanese origin.
ANSWER: karate

